Solution Conditions Tune and Optimize Loading of Therapeutic Polyelectrolytes into Layer-by-Layer Functionalized Liposomes.
Layer-by-layer (LbL) nanoparticles offer great potential to the field of drug delivery, where these nanocomposites have been studied for their ability to deliver chemotherapeutic agents, small molecule inhibitors, and nucleic acids. Most exciting is their ability to encapsulate multiple functional elements, which allow nanocarriers to deliver complex combination therapies with staged release. However, relative to planar LbL constructs, colloidal LbL systems have not undergone extensive systematic studies that outline critical synthetic solution conditions needed for robust and efficient assembly. The multistaged process of adsorbing a series of materials onto a nanoscopic template is inherently complex, and facilitating the self-assembly of these materials depends on identifying proper solution conditions for each synthetic step and adsorbed material. Here, we focus on addressing some of the fundamental questions that must be answered in order to obtain a reliable and robust synthesis of nucleic acid-containing LbL liposomes. This includes a study of solution conditions, such as pH, ionic strength, salt composition, and valency, and their impact on the preparation of LbL nanoparticles. Our results provide insight into the selection of solution conditions to control the degree of ionization and the electrostatic screening length to suit the adsorption of nucleic acids and synthetic polypeptides. The optimization of these parameters led to a roughly 8-fold improvement in nucleic acid loading in LbL liposomes, indicating the importance of optimizing solution conditions in the preparation of therapeutic LbL nanoparticles. These results highlight the benefits of defining principles for constructing highly effective nanoparticle systems.